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Dual Deck DVD Recorder/Player/
Editor
$4495.00

The PRV-LX1 is the newest professional DVDVideo recorder from Pioneer, the world leader in
DVD technology. It features simple operation with a
wide range of features and functions that
complement any video production environment. This
award winning industrial recorder gives you
everything you need today, with a future-proof modular design for adding the features you’ll want
tomorrow.
Pioneer’s PRV-LX1 comes equipped with a 120GB internal hard disk drive and one DVD-R/RW
recordable drive. You can add an optional second DVD-R/RW drive if desired. The PRV-LX1 is designed
to quickly and easily record video from all professional video sources onto DVD-R or DVD-RW media
without the need for a PC or authoring system. This industrial recorder is designed to meet the needs of a
wide variety of video and post-production environments and easily tackles one-step conversion of video
assets to DVD, easy authoring of video projects and archiving video to the highly compatible DVD-Video
format

All DVD Kits are supplied
with Stereo audio systems

DVD Interrogation Room Recording
Kit.
$2795.00
This is our new digital recording system using DVD
technology. This approach utilities standard,
inexpensive, off the shelf DVD-R disks.
Recording time is controlled by the resolution desired.
Normally 4 Hr (LP) is used so that it can be played
back on any progressive scan player.
A front panel input is also included to down load your photo’s or video from a camcorder. The independent
DVD duplicator is recommended, however, they can be duplicated on your standard computer with a
DVD burner. The advantage of the duplicator is that it is quick and no alterations can be made to the
original disk.
The optional distribution amplifier is used to send the interrogation to other offices.
Playing back CD’s on your computer that were recorded on the new interrogation room digital recording
package instructions
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Digital DVD Video & Audio Tape
Recordeing Kit
$3490.00

This is the latest in interrogation room recording systems using the new DVD technology and stan-dard
audio tape recording. Video recording time is controlled by the resolution desired. Normally 4 hour (LP)
mode is used so that it can be played back on any progressive scan DVD recorder.
The dual deck audio recorder uses standard audio tape known to all transcribers. It is easily down loaded
to computer software programs.
The independent DVD duplicator is recommended, however they can be duplicated on a standard DVD
computer burner. The duplicator is quick and easy. An optional distribution amplifier is used to send the
audio and video to more than one office at the time of the interrogation.
New! Transcribing software and Hardware.
Includes Software and foot petal
Just $250.00

Advanced All Digital Video & Audio Recording System.
$3895.00

This new interrogation recording system incorporates the latest industrial/professional grade equipment
available.
The DVD-R recorder is a progressive type recorder which should be compatible with all court playback
players. The new audio recorder uses standard CF memory cards and is supplied with one 64 Mb card.
The memory card can be directly plugged into your computer via a card adapter and be down loaded to
the computer for transcription. The recorder does have a direct cable connection to a computer. It further
has RS-232 connections for remote operation.
The Distribution amplifier allows send the video/audio to more than one office.
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$699.00

DVD Duplicator
A must for all DVD sytems

The Quick Disc is a low cost, performance oriented on to one
DVD/CD Recordable duplication system from Microboards
Technology, LLC. With its user friendly one button operation,
sleek desktop footprint, and office environment aesthetics, the
QD-DVD is perfect for any user requiring easy copying and
backup of data onto DVD media. Superior technology allows the
Quick Disc to ship without a hard drive; duplication of DVD is
done on the fly. LED indicators provide the user with status of the
duplication process, thus minimizing the number of faulty discs.
Current high speed DVD Recordable technology is supported at
4X, while CD recording is at 16X.

Optional Componets
KSM-10C Color Monitor wit audio
The KSM-10 is used to display the video and audio while the
interrogation is in progress. The monitor is a 14 to 15”
monitor with video & audio pass through amplifiers. Pass
through allows the signal to be sent to another monitor in an
office or the WC’s office.\
KSM-10C Monitor $495.00

KSM-CATV RF Distribution Module
This module allows the signal from the interrogation room
monitor to be passed to your CATV network by placing it on a
channel that is not being used. Up to 4 channels (Cameras)
maybe programmed into this module.
KSM-CATV $595.00
KSP-PIP
This optional module allows viewing of two cameras at the
same time and saving the image on the video tape or CD. This
option is popular for those who desire to get a close up view to
the suspect during interrogation. Unit passes color with ease.
KSP-PIP $595

Whisper II $495.00

The new Whisper II (whisper mic) is ideal for those situations
where maximum noise immunity is required. It operates on
external power from 6 to 15 volts and has full internal filtering
and regulation. The single channel unit is only 1½ x ¾ x ½
inch. Various size boxes are available on special order. The all
metal construction allows for use of our unique locking input
connector and provides excellent noise immunity. Two
microphones are supplied with RCA type output jacks. For
interrogation room applications we suggest using our dual
coax cable for ease of installation.

Whisper Microphone - 1 Mono
The Whisper microphone is a low noise, very sensitive microphone that
operates from 9 to 12 Vdc. The out put is at line level and covers the full
audio range. It is supplied with all standard interrogation rooms.
Whisper Microphone $250.00
DA-1 Distribution Amplifier
The distribution amplifier allows the video and audio to be sent to other
offices at standard video and audio line levels. This unit has one video/
audio input and 4 separate outputs.
DA-1 $250.00

The MicroEar system consists of a very small audio receiver that fits
directly into the ear of the interrogator. During the interview, other officers
may forward questions to the interrogator covertly, and a the proper time
the question are presented to the suspect. A great way to increase your
effectiveness during interrogations. Systems includes: Transmitter, belt
receiver, inductive loop, ear receiver & charger
Price: $795.00

KSC-BW-1 Break Window Detector Camera
This unit can be used in many applications for surveillance or interrogation room applications. Uses our standard high resolution color camera.
KSC-BW-1 $450.00

KSC-46C Thermostat Camera
This is another approach to hiding a camera in a thermostats used in
many buildings. Again our high resolution color cameras are used.
KSC-46C $450.00

KSC-1248 AC Outlet Camera with a switch
This is a variation of the standard AC outlet camera, but with a switch
added. Incorporates our high resolution color camera.
KSC-1248AC $560.00

Cameras
PIRC-20C Color Camera
This camera is shipped with all systems. It is a high resolution color camera
with a field of view of 89 degrees. This camera is our work horse in interrogation rooms and jails. The specifications are: 12Vdc operation; 1 lux sensitivity;
auto white balance; 400+ lines of resolution, and comes complete with power
supply.
PIRC-20C $450.00
Our new KSC-1247 AC outlet covert camera is the latest in high tech design.
The camera looks out through the ground lug hole in the middle of the plate.
The bottom hole serves as a mount place for the microphone. For standard
operations, the outlet is mounted about 4.5' from the floor. A 1/4 watt video
transmitter may also be mounted to the outlet. Add $250 for audio. Video
Transmitter $2395
KSC-1247 $560.00
This new covert camera has lots of possibilities; interrogation rooms, hotel
rooms, and office operations. This unit comes with color or B/W cameras,
and may also be fitted with a small 1/4 watt video transmitter. Built-in
microphone. Color is a high resolution camera.
Our B/W model KSC-45B/W for $350. Color $450.00

Our new Smoke Detector line of covert cameras are available. This comes
in two configurations. First the camera can look streight down, like looking
at a cash drawer or one that can look out a 45 degrees. Please specify the
angle of the camera when ordering.
Our B/W Model KSC-10B/W $350. Color $450.

KSCC-1 Phone outlet Camera
This is the latest covert camera design to be used in interrogation rooms. Fitted
with an 8 to 16 mm lens, a suspect’s face can be photographed with ease. This
camera is to be placed across from the suspect in the wall at about head height.
Please specify distance from wall to suspect.
KSCC-1 $495
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Typical Installation

Sound Absorbing Material
This material reduces the “Echo”
effect in the room. Thus, reducing
after interview tape costs of removing distortion. Just “snap” your
fingers in your room, Does the
sound echo back? If it does, you
need our sound absorbing system.
The material is placed in the center
of the the walls around the room.
The material is glued to the walls
and covers a 6’ 7” strip the center
of the wall leaving a small gap at the
top and bottom of the wall. This
procedure will dampen all sound
generated in the room.
If noise is being generated outside
the room, that wall should also be
covered.
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Price List (Misc. Parts)
Interrogation Rooms

Description

Price

Camera in a PIR detector -- PIRC-20/C
Color Camera, Smoke Detector KSC-800/C
Standard sound absorbing material (Many colors)
Consulting Service
Spectrum Analysis (Solve noise problems)
Standard 4' x 8' panels, sound absorbing (CALIF. ONLY)
Whisper Microphone
R.F. Modulator - mix video camera & AUDIO with cable TV
Video Recorder, VHS, with built-in time & date, KSR-195
Video Multiplexer, Color, 4 camera MV-85
Picture-in-picture video mixer, Color
Video modulator for TV viewing (3 inputs)
14" Color monitor with audio KSM-10C
Telco/microphone switch
Wall brackets for monitors
Installation
Audio Talk Back System (Transmitter & Receiver)
New, Video Server, for putting Video & audio on your network
DVD Duplicator
DVD Transcribing software and foot petal

450.00
560.00
35.00/yard
85/Hr
75/Hr
385.00
250.00
CALL
795.00
1295.00
595.00
696.00
495.00
125.00
125.00
85.00/hr
795.00
350.00
699.00
250.00

See our data sheet for typical room layouts and equipment
Visit our web site at: www.covert-systems.com
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